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ULTIMATE POWER REALITY

SOMEONE IS SITTING on my bed. I must be dreaming. 
My bed sheet gently pulled away from me. Very quickly I 
became wide awake, with all my senses on high alert. Did I 

imagine it? I wasn’t quite sure, so I waited for the smallest, telling 
sign, hoping that I had.

As I lay very, very still, I pretended to be asleep and I held 
my breath.

Then my bed sheet pulled away from me a little more. My 
heart thumped so violently with fright, it was all I could hear, but 
I didn’t dare move. What am I going to do?

I lived alone, and there should not have been anyone sitting 
at the end of my bed in the middle of the night, not even a dog 
– I didn’t have a pet. However, I could feel someone sitting there, 
for sure.

Who is that? I thought, panicked, still too afraid to breathe 
or to look. My mind convulsed. Will my neighbours hear me if I 
scream for help? What if they don’t hear me? What if I open my mouth 
and not a sound comes out, because it is stifled by fear, like in a ter-
rible nightmare?

My thoughts raced around in circles frantically trying to find 



a way out of this unfortunate situation, but I knew my options 
were gravely limited. Then I felt another gentle pull of the sheet. 
This time, I couldn’t pretend it didn’t happen because it really did. 
Someone wanted me to wake up and for me to know that they 
were present.

There was only one way out of the bedroom and it was past 
whoever was sitting on my bed. I simply had to confront my 
intruder, so I finally took courage, sat bolt upright and looked 
straight ahead – but there was no one to see. It was baffling. 

There was no one to see yet still I could feel someone sitting at 
the end of my bed! They were weighing down the mattress. What 
the…? Before I could give it another thought, a most extraordinary 
light took hold of my attention. It hovered above the foot of my 
bed, in mid-air. I didn’t see it appear, it was just suddenly there.

I then became aware of two spiritual presences in my bedroom: 
the invisible one sitting on my bed and the spectacular, airborne 
luminosity. Of the two, the luminosity completely entranced me.

It was the most astonishing configuration I’d ever seen. It was 
breathtaking! I knew with absolute certainty that the light was 
‘God’ – before a thought could even form in my mind, though 
God appeared differently to what I imagined God might look like. 
Some part of me was so familiar with ‘The Light’ that it simply 
rejoiced in the reunion. 

The Light I observed was approximately one and a half metres 
wide. At its centre was a black circular void and from this, reach-
ing outward, were spectacular arcs of light, as a whole, forming a 
perfect circle. 

The circle of light rotated clockwise and pulsated with extraor-
dinary power, yet stood still in mid-air. It was brighter than the 
sun, yet I could look upon it. Had I been seeing it with my bare 
human eyes, these would surely have been burnt out. Thus, I have 
since reasoned, I must have been seeing it with spiritual eyes. 

The Light was alive and aware. It was without form, gender, 



age, race or creed. It was perfect unconditional love and it longed 
to be united with me as much as I longed to be united with it. It 
possessed an extraordinary, unforgettable magnetism that entered 
me through my heart.

As I was sitting up in bed and facing The Light, I felt a great 
force pulling on me, in rhythm with the pulsations emanating 
from it. A great throb swelled in my heart, permeating my entire 
self, again and again. I could barely breathe with the unearthly 
pleasure. The throbs lapped at me like waves on a shore, rising up 
my neck and into my head, causing tears to pour out of my eyes, 
uncontrollably.

It was the ultimate celestial orgasm and I felt like a cup over-
flowing with plenty. The pulse of God moving through me brought 
such intense pleasure that I felt I might burst like the ripest berry 
in the sun. I almost couldn’t stand to feel such rapture and then 
it was as if my mind exploded. I burst out of the confines of my 
thoughts and into the highest stratosphere of consciousness.

Everything here was bright white light. There was nothing 
other than The Light of God. I had entered the ultimate heaven. I 
even became the ultimate heaven. I was spiritual completion. I was 
perfect love. God and I were one. There were no reflections – no 
point of reference. There was no thought. Thought could not and 
did not exist in this no-space.

God simply was. God simply is. ‘I’ was not. God was ‘I Am’ 
without the ‘I’. God was ‘Am’.

There was no here, no there, no Linda, no other. Light and 
silence existed in no place and in no time, and everything that ever 
was, is, will and could be, was of The Light and The Silence.

The Silence was perfect tranquillity yet it hummed with 
extreme power. In the complete stillness God was perpetually 
in motion. God was stillness and motion at the same time, in 
no-time. 

This was the ultimate power reality. There was no higher-power 



– no vaster reality – any greater wisdom – and no greater poten-
tial. Nothing greater existed anywhere and nowhere. It was the end 
point and the beginning point. I could have stayed like this for-
ever, never wanting for anything. I was completely fulfilled and at 
peace. 

I don’t know how long I was in this boundless paradise. It felt 
like an eternity. Then my awareness returned to my bedroom and 
still it was night.

I was in bed yet again, not alone. I suddenly became aware of 
a third spiritual presence. I had recently desired a lover but not of 
the ethereal kind. My companion was a ghost, lying naked at my 
right side. Ordinarily, I would have bolted at such an eerie sight 
but, on this occasion, instead I felt compelled to observe him. I 
didn’t feel in any kind of danger. The spirit seemed quite unaware 
of me.

Remarkably, I could see the wardrobe doors through him. He 
was transparent grey, tall, had a beard and a head of wavy hair. 
He was perhaps forty earthly years in appearance but because he 
looked so sickly, it was hard to tell exactly – he may have been 
younger. He was so emaciated that I could see his ribs protruding 
and his arms were long and thin. I felt great pity for him.

He was not anyone I recognised. It was evident that in earthly 
life he had suffered much and he was suffering still. Emotionally, 
and in thought, he had not let go of his suffering though the phys-
ical life had released him, and he had not yet transitioned into The 
Light. It was apparent that he existed in his own hell.

Mostly, it was his eyes that took my attention. These were 
bright red and exemplified his grief. His eyes stared lifelessly at the 
ceiling. I didn’t know what he saw there, if anything, of the room. 
I felt deep depression emanating from this disembodied man. I 
didn’t feel he was evil but, rather, that he was lost. He was suffering 
a great separation from God in his own mind, though God was 



right before him and had always been there. He was not seeing, 
not acknowledging The Light of his own being. 

I felt God loving him unconditionally. The power would wait 
for him, however long it took, so he could complete his transition 
to a heavenly state – to a higher experience of existence.

I fell asleep again, as if I had seen all I was supposed to see. In 
the morning I awoke, recalling all that had transpired in the night, 
the memory of which has never faded for me.

I mulled endlessly over my encounter with The Light and my ratio-
nal mind dissected every segment of this grand and unexpected 
event in my life. Questions sprouted up in me like wildflowers. 
The most persistent one being, why did God visit me?

The day following my life-changing encounter, I felt I had to 
speak to someone about it, so I drove to a Buddhist monastery 
near my home. The Catholics I knew didn’t speak about this kind 
of thing. I was apprehensive that a priest would construe the ghost 
with red eyes as evil, when I felt this wasn’t so. 

I arrived at the Buddhist monastery in Mount Lawley to learn 
that the three monks usually residing there were travelling overseas 
and wouldn’t be back for three weeks. I returned to my car, dis-
appointed yet determined to speak with someone so I drove next 
into the city, to the main Catholic Cathedral – Saint Mary’s.

I would attempt to speak to a priest about what had happened 
to me the previous night and hoped I would be believed. I walked 
into the administration office and asked the secretary if I could 
speak with a priest. 

“Yes, Father will soon be available,” she said kindly. “Come 
with me.”

She led me to a small, tidy room where I waited for counsel. 
After only a few moments the priest appeared. 



“Hello Father,” I said a little anxiously, as he took his seat 
across from me.

“What would you like to discuss with me today?” he asked.
“Father,” I spoke up, “last night, I was woken from my sleep to 

God’s presence in my room. God appeared to me as a spectacular 
white light. I want to understand why God visited me?”

“Describe this light to me,” he said, unmoved, and I described 
the specific configuration and qualities of The Light to Father. 
Then I went on to describe my experience of the ultimate heaven, 
and of returning from bliss to a ghost, and my thoughts about it. 
Father listened carefully and then he responded.

“The Catholic Church is only interested in hearing about 
visions of Christ or the Blessed Mother or incidences of stigmata,” 
he stated plainly. Then he paused. His pause was like a big full stop 
imprinted on my forehead and I began to sweat. Where to from 
here? I thought.

Father stood up and extended his arm over my head while I 
remained seated. He placed his hand, palm down upon my hair 
and recited a prayer, that I am certain was for the purpose of dis-
pelling any evil spirit that may have lodged between my ears. It 
wouldn’t have then surprised me, if he’d dug both his hands deep 
into his pockets and retrieved a few knobs of garlic to hang around 
my neck.

“Thank you Father,” I said politely, however, I left feeling very 
disappointed. Aside from the humiliation of it, which was rather 
short lived, I felt sad that an elder of my faith had denied the real-
ity of the most powerful spiritual experience of my life. For this 
reason, and others, I felt it was time for this sheep to diverge from 
the flock. I had finally grown the courage and determination to 
experience ‘the ultimate power’ in the universe, in my own way.

In time, I saw this incident with the priest as a blessing because 
it propelled me forward into my own personal spirituality, and 
brought about a greater intimacy between myself and the source 



of life. God was no longer a notion in a book or a string of words 
belonging to some man dressed in a ceremonial robe – the experi-
ence of God now belonged to me.

I slept with the lamp on at night for six months after my 
encounter with the red-eyed ghost. Even though when I experi-
enced him I was without any fear, afterwards my mind struggled 
with the idea that he could still be in my bed at night, sleeping 
next to me. I wondered often, why I had encountered this gloomy 
spirit. Why had God opened my spiritual eyes to this lost soul? 
Was I supposed to help him in some way? I prayed for his healing, 
thinking this might help him to move on. I prayed for his spiritual 
awakening. I prayed for his transition into heaven.

The red-eyed ghost taught me a vital life-lesson – that what-
ever a person feels and thinks, they carry it over with them into 
the afterlife. There is no avoiding one’s self, in life or in death. And 
that God is a perpetual companion of every soul.

There had never before been an experience in my life that had 
caused me such personal fulfilment as my encounter with The 
Light. I longed to be reunited with this power again – to feel so 
good – so loved – so accepted. And I was most fortunate, to have 
two more experiences of The Light in the months to follow, in 
which I travelled, in spirit, through a tunnel towards a great lumi-
nosity at an awesome speed. The Light possessed all the extraordi-
nary qualities I’d experienced before.

Upon both these occasions I don’t have a memory of what 
happened once I entered The Light, but since then I have painted 
many pictures of my out-of-body journeys which read like heav-
enly postcards.

From my Light experiences, I developed an insatiable appetite 
for spiritual knowledge. Although previously I’d been consumed 
with thoughts of getting ahead academically and professionally, 



and materially, this shifted. I became completely preoccupied with 
The Light – and with returning to it. 

In the weeks and months that followed these inspiring events, I 
would sometimes break down in tearful sorrow, because the world 
felt harsher and noisier than ever before. The contrast between 
the dysfunctions of humanity and God’s love was extreme, and I 
hardly knew how to deal with it; aside from spending more time 
at home, with the television and radio switched off. Sometimes, I 
still wished to be rid of this life, so I could return to my real home, 
in heaven, where I felt complete. 

The few people I entrusted my spiritual experiences to, 
through no fault of their own, couldn’t grasp the magnitude of 
what had happen to me.

It was not until the following year, at age twenty-two, that 
I had the intense direct-lived out-of-body experience of a life 
review and preview. From that time on I never again had the feel-
ing of wanting to die – of wanting to escape the circumstances 
of my earthly life. This mind-blowing event anchored me to my 
physical life and completely transformed me – all the psychiatrists 
in the world couldn’t have formulated a more effective and far-
reaching remedy. I gained a remarkable sense of purpose that has 
never abated. I suddenly felt my life really mattered – to me and 
to others.

I came to accept my physicality, overnight. Not my disfigure-
ment – not quite yet – but my humanness, my humanity. I felt it 
was perfectly ok to be ‘flawed’. I understood that my condition of 
scoliosis, for all the upset it had caused me, was meaningful – a gift. 
Indeed my personal challenges had been a catalyst for meaningful 
change in my life. My encounters with The Light, and my life review 
and preview, caused me to acknowledge that reality is far more com-
plex and wondrous than is allowed for by the human mind.


